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Our commitment to nature and our values  
shapes everything we do.
Dr Georg Emprechtinger, 

CEO and owner of TEAM 7

Looking at our world today, it is clearly time to acknowledge 

the fundamental importance of nature in our lives, and to 

take responsibility for our ecological footprint. It is time  

to prioritise lasting value – and to treat nature and our  

fellow humans with respect. 

At TEAM 7, sustainability and environmental protection  

are at the heart of everything we do. Because we are a part  

of nature, and how we interact with it is a deciding factor  

for our future.
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930 t CO2We love wood. And we love nature. We actively support climate protection thanks to our decision 

to manufacture durable furniture from natural, renewable raw materials in an environmentally 

sustainable fashion. A crucial contribution which non-durable and synthetic products are unable to 

fulfil. The concept of “sustainability” has its roots in forestry and embodies a simple principle: for 

every tree that is felled, at least one new tree is planted. The valuable wood grows ever stronger in 

these sustainably managed forests – just like our love for this raw material. Because these forests, 

in which the trees for our furniture grow, play an important part as durable carbon storers. After all, 

the carbon from around one tonne of CO2 is bound in one cubic metre wood. We then use this wood  

to make furniture, which in turn stores the bound carbon for many years. While this is happening,  

the next trees have already started growing and extracting CO2 from our atmosphere.

OUT OF LOVE
FOR NATURE

SMALL INSECTS. GREAT EFFECT. 

Our seven bee colonies taken care of by our TEAM 7  

beekeepers at our Upper Austrian site in Pram  

symbolise our understanding for sustainable  

economies, as honeybees play a crucial role in the 

cycle of nature. They support the balance in our eco-

systems and protect plant variety. In this way, our bees 

contribute to the preservation of important natural 

environments – they are our fundamentals for life. 

Ultimately this also benefits us, the people who inhabit 

them. They pollinate almost 80% of crops and wild 

plants. These also include trees which we need for  

the manufacturing of our furniture. So in this respect,  

our furniture production already starts with the bees!

ARE EXTRACTED FROM THE  

ATMOSPHERE EVERY YEAR THANKS 

TO OUR ALREADY HUGE AND EVER 

EXPANDING 77-HECTAR FOREST
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WE WERE ALREADY ECO  
BEFORE IT WAS COOL
Back in the early 1980s, we decided to consistently follow “green” 

principles and convert our production completely to wood from 

sustainable forestry. This commitment to nature and our values 

shapes everything we do. We have set ourselves strict guidelines: 

only by living responsibly and sustainably can we preserve the  

fundamentals of life for future generations. We always consider  

both the human aspect and nature itself when producing our 

furniture. Careful use of resources has already been part of our 

everyday production methods for several decades. So we place 

great emphasis on ecological and sustainable production.

FROM THE FOREST TO  
THE FINISHED FURNITURE:  
IT’S IN OUR HANDS
The entire production process for our furniture is carried out in our 

own workshops here in Austria: from natural seasoning and drying of 

the wood, to making the solid wood panels, right through to the finished 

product of our traditional artisan craftmanship. This means we can 

guarantee high standards and environmentally friendly production.  

And the quality that we promise: made in Austria.

TEAM 7  
customer

TEAM 7 wood seasoning
TEAM 7 

board factory

TEAM 7 
furniture factories

TEAM 7 logistics centre

TEAM 7 partner

every order custom made  
in our own workshops in Austria

TEAM 7 forest TEAM 7 sawmill
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A longing for things that are genuine is inherent to human nature. The search for naturalness and  

authenticity is becoming more and more important, particularly in this increasingly digital age.  

We can only feel things fully with all our senses when they are real. This is just not possible in the  

virtual world. The open-pore, living wood we use to make our furniture has the unique ability to appeal 

to our senses. That’s why we do everything we can to bring wood and its authentic characteristics  

into your home. Experience what we mean by “living with all the senses” and in tune with nature.

Wood enriches our lives in many ways: with its beauty, warmth 

and texture. To ensure we preserve these qualities, we process 

this superb natural material in its purest form. This is why the 

TEAM 7 promise applies to the manufacturing of all our wood 

furniture: pure solid hardwood from sustainable forestry,  

assembled without formaldehyde, finished with natural oil –  

and that’s it! This is how we make sure the wood remains free  

of harmful substances and retains its wonderful properties.

PURE SOLID WOOD
Our furniture of pure solid wood supports a healthy living 

environment. That’s no surprise – after all, the trees  

themselves come from healthy forests. Nurtured for 

decades in sustainable forestry, we process the wood 

with the greatest of care – and from the very outset. The 

choice of wood type is decisive for the later quality of our 

furniture. Genuine, open-pore wood brings comfort and 

warmth into your home. It breathes, absorbs humidity  

and releases it again when the air is dry. This creates a  

noticeably more pleasant atmosphere in the room. Wood 

also has a natural anti-static and anti-bacterial effect.

ULTRAMODERN 
THREE-LAYER 
TECHNOLOGY
In our board factory, we produce high-quality three-layer 

solid wood boards. Three layers of the finest hardwood are 

glued together transversely. This technology preserves  

the naturalness and the original strength of the wood.  

At the same time it provides our boards with a tremendous 

structural stability, opening up unique opportunities for  

us in design and function.

SIGHT
Our carefully selected  

wood surfaces are  

sorted by hand and  

genuinely unique.  

Like the trees they  

are made from.

TOUCH
Enjoy the warmth of  

our oiled, open-pore  

wooden surfaces –  

you can literally  

feel it.

SMELL
Close your  

eyes and enjoy  

the scent of  

real wood.

TASTE
Fine wine from  

a wood barrel,  

fresh bread from a 

wood-burning stove:  

pure pleasure. 

HEARING
Guitars, violins  

and pianos –  

they all depend  

on real wood  

for their sound. 

VIRTUAL

100%

The finest hardwood, assembled without 
formaldehyde, finished with natural oil –  
and that’s it.
Dr Georg Emprechtinger, 

CEO and owner of TEAM 7

LIVING WITH  
ALL THE SENSES

TEAM 7



NATURALLY BEAUTIFUL
Mighty oaks, over 100 years old, provide the wood for our echt.zeit 

table (see next page). These are grown in our own TEAM 7 forest 

and the Vienna Woods. Only certain tree trunks can be used for 

the “fillet pieces” needed to create one of the echt.zeit tables. The 

knowledge and experience of the traditional craftsman therefore 

play a decisive role in the choice of wood. The thick trunks ranging 

from one to two metres in size are carefully sawed into slabs with 

a lot of finesse. These are then dried naturally and gently. This 

process can last two years before our carpenters are able to carve 

out an echt.zeit table.

Dr Georg Emprechtinger, 
CEO and owner of TEAM 7
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echt.zeit
The echt.zeit table has an impressive table 

top crafted from solid slabs of untreated 

wood. The brushed table top truly brings 

the natural features of the wood to the fore. 

Every table is totally unique.

echt.zeit table | lui, lui plus and grand lui chair

TRULY
UNIQUE

echt.zeit    1514    echt.zeit



It’s time to go back to the roots. To real encounters,  
real conversation and really good times – together!
Sebastian Desch, designer

echt.zeit
The “leaf” from the TEAM 7 logo locks the two parts of 

the table top firmly together, and is yet another example 

of our perfectionist detailing. The neat panel supports 

made of bronzed steel are modestly set back and their 

structural design ensures maximum stability.

fig.: echt.zeit table, wood type rustic brushed oak,

burnished black steel panels | lui plus chair, blue leather,

Maple 722 fabric, matt black aluminium swivel base

lui | lui plus | grand lui
A smoothly stretched exterior and distinctive,  

rippling folds on the inside give the lui chair family  

its characteristically casual look.

fig. above, from L to R: lui plus chair, wood type walnut,  

blue leather, Maple 722 fabric | lui chair, blue leather, matt 

black aluminium swivel base | lui plus chair, sepia leather,  

matt black wire frame | grand lui chair, black natural leather, 

matt black aluminium swivel base | grand lui chair, wood type 

oak white oil, medium grey leather
 

fig. right: lui plus chair, wood type walnut, sepia leather

Find out more about  

the new echt.zeit table! 

qr.team7.at/ 
echt-zeit-table

lui | lui plus | grand lui    1716    echt.zeit



tak
Highest elegance, maximum comfort and  

perfect craftsmanship – the combination 

of the tak table and lui family of chairs. 

tak’s slender frame gives no hint of  

the hidden pull-out section, and allows  

maximum legroom when seated.

tak extendable table | lui, lui plus and grand lui chair

PRECISION 
DOWN TO THE  
LAST DETAIL

tak    1918    tak



tak
A focus on the essentials determines the form and function of 

the tak table. tak’s strong but incredibly delicate table top is 

made possible by our ultramodern three-layer technology.  

It only takes three simple steps to extend the length of the  

tak by 50 or 100 cm with its innovative extension technology.

figs. above and left: tak extendable table, 200 × 100 + 100 cm, wood type  

oak white oil, frame with stainless steel finish | f1 cantilever chair,  

medium grey leather, frame with stainless steel finish 
 

fig. below: tak extendable table, 225 × 100 + 100 cm, wood type walnut,  

matt bronze frame | lui chair, wood type walnut, blue leather

tak
The cool elegance of metal or the warmth of genuine 

solid wood: the choice is yours with tak. Nothing  

need be sacrificed when it comes to appearance.

fig. right: tak extendable table, 200 × 100 + 100 cm, wood type

oak white oil | mylon wooden chair, wood type oak white oil 

fig. below: tak extendable table, 200 × 100 cm + 100 cm,  

wood type oak white oil | lui chair, wood type oak white oil,  

umbra natural leather

Find out more  

about the tak table! 

qr.team7.at/ 
tak-table

tak    2120    tak



cubus pure
A three-sided casing made of 4-mm thick  

coloured glass displays the high-quality wood 

and coloured glass fronts in cubus pure. The 

fine glass edge gives the occasional furniture 

a delicate appearance. A recessed plinth or the 

cubus pure slide emphasise the light, floating 

visual appearance.

fig. above from L to R: cubus pure highboard, wood type venetian 

oak, glossy taupe glass | glossy curcuma glass | wood type walnut, 

glossy pebble glass
 

fig. right: cubus pure sideboard 27, wood type walnut, interior  

wood type beech, matt pebble glass 
 

fig. below: cubus pure sideboard 31, wood type venetian oak,  

matt bronze glass

cubus pure sideboard 71, wood type oak white oil, interior wood type beech, matt medium grey glass, cubus pure slide with stainless steel finish

Delicate, coloured glass outlines the fronts like a picture frame,  
highlighting the solid wood and adding an unmistakably contemporary look.

Sebastian Desch, designer

What is your favourite colour? 

Choose the exact colour you desire  

for all glass surfaces. The entire colour 

range of the NCS system is available  

to you (surcharge applies).

cubus pure    2322    cubus pure



THE CLASSICS  
OF TOMORROW

magnum
Its timelessly beautiful design makes our  

magnum table a true classic that inspires 

with its innovative technology and lovingly  

detailed craftmanship, such as the high- 

quality mortice-and-tenon joints. 

magnum extendable table | magnum cantilever chair | cubus pure highboard

magnum    2524    magnum



magnum
In addition to selecting various wood types, 

you can also choose to have table inserts in 

glass in numerous colours or in high quality 

ceramic for the magnum table. Thanks to its 

patented 2soft swivel mechanism, it can be 

extended by 50 cm, 2 × 50 cm or 100 cm in 

one soft, cushioned movement.

fig. above: magnum extendable table, 200 × 100 + 100 cm,  

wood type oak, iron moss ceramic | magnum cantilever  

chair, taupe Stricktex, base with stainless steel finish  

filigno sideboard 3, wood type oak, iron moss ceramic,  

cubus pure slide with stainless steel finish 
 

fig. below: magnum extendable table, 200 × 100 + 2 × 50 cm, 

wood type oak, matt bronze glass

magnum
Our magnum cantilever chair has a pleasing  

minimalist design; its gentle rocking movement 

enables both a dynamic and comfortable seating 

position. It is available in numerous colours, with 

or without armrests. And if you wish to pick out 

a new colour after a few years, the Stricktex seat 

shell can be replaced with another.

fig. left: magnum cantilever chair with armrest, wood type 

walnut, dark grey melange Stricktex, matt black frame

fig. below: magnum cantilever chair, black Stricktex,  

glossy chrome-plated steel base

ceramic colours 

Find out more about 

the magnum table! 

qr.team7.at/ 
magnum-table-video

magnum    2726    magnum



tema
The linear form of the tema table allows the  

beauty of its solid wood to be the focal point –  

as a non-extendable table, up to 300 cm long,  

or as an extendable table up to 350 cm. The  

sophisticated design of the table top conceals  

the entire extension technology within, allowing 

maximum comfort with generous legroom.

fig. left page: tema extendable table with wooden panels,  

225 × 100 + 100 cm, wood type oak white oil | grand lui chair,  

anthracite leather, Maple 132 fabric, swivel base with  

stainless steel finish 
 

figs. above and below: tema extendable table with A-leg,  

225 × 100 + 100 cm, wood type oak white oil | lui and grand lui  
chair, white leather, wire frame with stainless steel finish

Find out more about  

the tema table! 

qr.team7.at/ 
tema-table-video

tema    29



3 SEITEN KOMBINIERT

tema extendable table with wooden panels, 225 × 100 + 100 cm, wood type oak white oil | grand lui chair, medium grey leather, matt black wire frame

tema | aye | s1
Our patented nonstop extension technology  

enables the tema table inserts to swing  

into and out of place again automatically  

with a single action. Our aye chair is a  

perfect blend of beautiful form and comfort. 

The flexible backrest, elastic seat and  

optional, ergonomic armrests make it  

enjoyable and comfortable to sit on. Whether 

in pure solid wood, or in an upholstered  

variant, the s1 chair has a timeless design  

in the tradition of hand-crafted production.

fig. above left: aye chair with armrest, wood type  

walnut, tartufo natural leather

fig. above right: aye chair, wood type oak,  

fabric Canvas 734 and 764

fig. right: s1 chair with wooden backrest, wood type  

oak | s1 chair with seat and backrest in leather,  

wood type oak, dark brown leather L3

aye | s1    31



fig. above: filigno sideboard 3, wood type oak white oil,  

matt white glass, cubus pure slide with stainless steel finish 
 

fig. left: filigno sideboard 16, wood type oak 
 

fig. below: filigno sideboard 17, wood type oak,  

basalt black ceramic, matt black metal frame base

filigno
The top board and side walls made of only 12 mm-

thick solid wood panels in a three-layer technology  

add a delicate touch to our filigno occasional  

furniture. A recessed plinth, the filigree metal frame 

base, elegant wooden panels or cubus pure slides 

as base variants emphasise the characteristically 

light appearance of the filigno. Fronts are available 

in solid wood, coloured glass and ceramic.

filigno
The filigno glass cabinet provides an elegant 

combination of open and closed storage 

space. The optional lighting for the glass  

cabinet can be dimmed to create the right 

mood in both your living and dining room.

fig. above: filigno glass cabinet 2, wood type walnut,  

smoked glass, matt black metal frame base 

fig. right: filigno sideboard 13, wood type walnut

Find out more about  

the filigno sideboard! 

qr.team7.at/ 
filigno-sideboard

filigno    3332    filigno



filigno
Genuine solid wood, shaped with precise and delicate 

craftsmanship, accentuates the modern design style 

of filigno occasional furniture. Highboards can be 

fitted with functional interiors for glasses and small 

devices, including a dual power point. Both interiors 

are fitted with LED lighting.

fig.: filigno highboard 2 with interior partition for glasses  

with mirror, wood type oak white oil, basalt black ceramic

REAL CRAFTSMANSHIP
We’ve been making furniture since 1959. This experience makes 

itself felt. Every piece of TEAM 7 furniture is unique: hand built in our 

workshop by experienced joiners using traditional Austrian artisan 

craftsmanship. It guarantees the high quality of our products.  

Not only do we create furniture, we also create lasting value.

    3534    filigno



nox
With its smooth extension and the 

soft-close 2soft swivel mechanism, 

the nox table can grow by 60 or 120 cm 

in next to no time. So you can create 

space for up to four more people.

nox extendable table | magnum cantilever chair | nox bench

IMPRESSIVE
MATERIAL 
STRENGTHS

nox    3736    nox



nox
Elegant metal slides and the gently rounded  

edges of the solid table top distinguish the nox  

table. The shape, height, and depth of our  

nox bench backrest accommodate different  

seating positions for superior seating comfort.

figs. above and left: nox extendable table, 225 × 100 + 120 cm, wood type  

wild walnut, matt black frame | nox bench with backrest, 225 cm, wood type  

walnut, anthracite leather, matt black frame | magnum cantilever chair, anthracite 

leather, matt black base | nox sideboard 11, wood type walnut, palladium glass  
 

fig. below: nox bench with and  without backrest, 225 cm, wood type walnut,  

anthracite leather, matt black frame

fig. above: nox extendable table, 225 × 100 + 120 cm, wood type  

walnut, frame with stainless steel finish | nox bench with  

backrest, 225 cm, wood type walnut, blue leather, frame  

with stainless steel finish | magnum cantilever chair, blue  

leather, frame with stainless steel finish

fig. left: nox glass cabinet 3, wood type walnut, palladium glass

fig. below: magnum cantilever chair, taupe leather,  

base in glossy chrome-plated steel

nox | magnum
A perfect match for the nox table and bench  

is the magnum cantilever chair in leather. 

For the nox sideboards, you can choose  

between sliding doors made of solid wood  

or glass, or you could opt for drawers  

instead. The glass cabinets are offered  

in two different heights and widths.

Find out more  

about the nox table! 

qr.team7.at/ 
nox-table-video

nox | magnum    3938    nox



yps
The base at the centre of the yps table 

offers generous legroom and enough space 

for comfortable access when combined with 

a bench or corner bench. The Y-shaped, 

flared legs help stabilise the table and give 

it a modern appearance. 

yps table | yps bench | aye chair

LIGHT- 
FOOTED 

GIANT

yps    4140    yps



yps
Our yps extendable table catches the eye  

with the same design principle as the yps  

non-extendable table: angular, puristic, made  

completely of genuine, strong, solid wood.  

On one or both sides, yps can be extended by 

60 cm each, or equipped with a combination  

of table insert and a cutlery drawer. 

fig.: yps extendable table, 200 × 100 + 60 cm, wood type oak 

lui chair, wood type oak, black-brown leather

yps is both solid and dynamic in a light-footed way,  
as if time were standing still for a moment.

Jacob Strobel, designer

yps
The yps bench makes the Y design element 

stand out with its refined stitching in the seating 

and its premium micro-pocket springs provide 

superior and lasting seating comfort. The bench 

is available as a corner seat or a straight  

bench. You can choose between flared legs  

and side panels from solid wood for the base.

fig. above: yps table, 180 × 110 cm, wood type walnut 

yps corner bench, 249 cm, wood type walnut, sludge brown leather 

fig. right: yps corner bench, 249 cm, wood type walnut,  

sludge brown leather

fig. below: yps bench with side panel, 264 cm, wood type  

walnut, Maple 862 fabric

yps    4342    yps



mylon
The mylon table is pleasing in small formats 

thanks to its balanced proportions, while  

the flared legs in larger designs emphasise  

the impressive span of the piece.

mylon extendable table | eviva chair

IMPRESSES 
IN EVERY 
SIZE

mylon    4544    mylon



mylon
The flowing, uninterrupted lines of the mylon 

chair make for harmonious pairing with a 

wide range of tables. The elegantly curved 

backrest and ergonomically shaped seat – 

whether in pure solid wood or upholstered in 

fabric or leather – provide superior seating 

comfort which goes far beyond that of an 

ordinary wooden chair.

fig. above from L to R: mylon wooden chair, wood type  

walnut | wood type oak white oil, black leather | wood type  

oak white oil | wood type beech heartwood | wood type  

walnut, brown natural leather | wood type beech heartwood,  

Canvas 764 fabric | wood type cherry 
 

fig. right: mylon wooden chair, wood type oak white oil

mylon
With our innovative extension technology,  

you can expand the mylon table by 50, 2 × 50 or 

100 cm to transform it from a cosy family table 

into a stately banquet board.

fig. above: mylon extendable table, 200 × 100 + 100 cm,  

wood type oak | eviva chair, wood type oak, Canvas 134 fabric 

fig. right: mylon extendable table, 175 × 90 + 100 cm, wood type  

beech heartwood | mylon wooden chair, wood type beech heartwood

mylon    4746    mylon



cubus
The 25-mm strong top board and side pieces 

crafted from solid wood are characteristic for 

the diverse cubus occasional furniture line.  

The cubus shelf system also provides a wide 

range of planning options for both stylish and 

functional furnishings in the dining room.

fig. above right: cubus shelving highboard 1, wood type oak,

matt medium grey glass 
 

fig. above left: cubus display case 20, wood type oak,  

smoked glass
 

fig. right: cubus sideboard 21, wood type oak

PAINTING WITH WOOD
We produce every solid wood panel ourselves for our furniture in our 

board factory. At the same time we take meticulous care to produce 

with the highest quality. In order to fit every wood pattern harmoniously, 

we assemble the wood for the top layers of the three-layer solid wood 

panels for fronts and table tops of our customised furniture by hand: 

handmade works of art. We call this “painting with wood”. Learn more about the three-layer technology on page 11.

cubus    4948        



girado
The elegant star base is characteristic of 

the girado table. The centre leg offers  

maximum legroom which can even be  

expanded with our comfortable 2soft  

extension: depending on the table shape,  

by 50, 60 or 100 cm.

girado extendable table | girado chair | cubus pure sideboard

ARTISTIC  
CURVES

girado    5150    girado



The change between cool glass and warm solid wood
lend the cubus glass cabinet a special expressiveness.

Sebastian Desch, designer

girado | cubus
The sculpture-like backrest makes the girado 

chair both unique and extremely comfortable. 

Another eye-catcher in the dining room is the 

cubus display case, which gives a view of the 

elegant solid wood inside.

fig.: girado extendable table, 120 × 120 + 60 cm, wood type  

oak, matt aluminium base | girado chair, wood type oak,  

white leather, matt aluminium base  

cubus glass cabinet 10, wood type walnut, glossy taupe glass, clear glass

Find out more about  

the girado table! 

qr.team7.at/ 
girado-table-video

girado    5352    cubus



SUBTLE 
AND 

ELEGANT

filigno
filigno makes it possible to create elegant, 

flowing transitions between kitchen, dining 

and living areas. The design focuses on 

the passionate and consistent depiction of 

solid wood with an unrivalled slimness.

filigno wall unit | juwel coffee table | hi! side table

filigno    5554    filigno



filigno
The delicate casing typical of filigno is made  

possible by ultramodern three-layer technology:  

the solid wood panels are only 12 mm thick.

fig. above: filigno wall unit, wood type oak white oil

fig. left: filigno wooden panel with shelves, wood type oak white oil

fig. above right: filigno wall unit, wood type oak,  

smoked glass, metallic grey acoustic fabric

fig. bottom right: filigno wall unit, wood type oak white oil,  

cement ceramic, matt black frame

Find out more about  

the filigno living range! 

qr.team7.at/filigno- 
wall-unit-video

L shelf C shelf U shelf

filigno    5756    filigno



filigno
The variety of the filigno range impresses with  

nearly unlimited planning options and opens up 

all kinds of possibilities for wall units to suit your  

individual needs. Boards and panels can be  

positioned freely. filigno home entertainment  

furniture provides for best entertainment and  

space for your audiovisual electronics.

fig.: filigno wall unit, wood type walnut, black acoustic fabric  

lift coffee table with drawer, electrically adjustable to any height  

from 39.7 cm to 79.7 cm, wood type walnut, matt black frame 

filigno    59



cubus pure
Precise surfaces and fine edges are the  

cubic and clear stylistic elements of  

cubus pure. The modular body system  

can be planned individually, accommodating 

numerous heights, widths and depths.

cubus pure wall unit | lux coffee table

ELEGANT 
REDUCTION

cubus pure    6160    cubus pure



cubus pure
The central design idea of the cubus pure living range 

consists of delicate coloured glass that envelops the fronts 

like a picture frame. With equal brilliance, the stern coffee 

table combines traditional craftsmanship and innovative 

design. Open design elements with adjustable, dimmable 

LED lighting make for exciting displays.

figs. above and left: cubus pure wall unit, wood type walnut,  

matt anthracite glass, black acoustic fabric | stern coffee table,  

wood type walnut, clear glass  
 

fig. above right: cubus pure wall unit 25, wood type walnut, 

matt steel glass, black acoustic fabric
 

fig. below right: cubus pure wall unit 19, wood type oak white oil,  

glass wall unit matt dark brown, back panel in design element

matt sludge glass, light grey acoustic fabric

cubus pure    6362    cubus pure



2 SEITEN KOMBINIERT

cubus pure
Pure elegance and pure individuality: this is what  

cubus pure promises, especially when combined with  

the versatile design elements or the cubus shelf system 

with its large choice of wood types and glass colours.

fig left: cubus pure wall unit with design elements, wood type oak,  

matt white glass, matt medium grey glass in rear board, medium grey 

leather, light grey acoustic fabric

fig. above right: cubus pure wall unit 26, wood type oak white oil,

matt pearl glass

fig. below right: cubus pure wall unit 23, wood type oak white oil,  

glass wall unit matt medium grey, back panel of the design element  

matt medium grey glass

Find out more about the  

cubus pure living range! 

qr.team7.at/cubus-pure- 
wall-unit-video

cubus pure    65



cubus
The combination possibilities of the  

body and shelf system make the cubus 

living line a true playground for your 

own creativity – allowing individualised 

design options that are perfectly adapted 

to you and your home.

cubus wall unit | c3 coffee table

INFINITE 
VARIETY

cubus    6766    cubus



cubus
The variety of the cubus living range is 

nearly unlimited and offers aesthetics and 

technically intelligent solutions for every-

body. Of course it also features convenient  

details such as soft-close sliding doors 

and drawers with flexible media dividers.

fig. above: cubus wall unit 99a, wood type walnut,  

matt taupe glass and matt bronze glass

fig. right: cubus wall unit 99, wood type oak,  

matt taupe glass and matt white glass

PERSONALISED PLANNING
Our consultants plan according to your ideas and spatial possibilities. 

Every single piece of furniture is designed exactly according to your 

wishes and to perfectly match your individual needs. You can choose 

from a number of models and different wood types as well as various 

materials and colours.

What is your favourite colour? 

Choose the exact colour you desire  

for all glass surfaces. The entire colour 

range of the NCS system is available  

to you (surcharge applies).

Find out more about  

the cubus living range! 

qr.team7.at/cubus- 
wall-unit-video
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LAYOUT GEÄNDERT

cubus
The cubus body system is perfectly integrated  

into the shelf system and features generous 

storage space that can be designed and used in 

myriad ways. With all-glass doors and the LED 

lighting behind them, the cubus shelf system  

offers room for displays – similar to a glass  

cabinet. And beneath it, cubus home entertain-

ment lets you enjoy a perfect movie night.

fig. above: cubus wall unit 101b, wood type oak white oil,  

matt dark brown glass, smoked glass  
 

fig. right: cubus quadratic coffee table, wood type  

beech heartwood, matt brown glass
 

fig. left page: cubus wall unit, wood type beech heartwood,  

matt brown glass | cubus rectangular coffee table,  

wood type beech heartwood, matt brown glass

cubus    71



cubus
Each cubus shelf is a custom fabrication 

that lets you plan everything individually:  

wood type, glass colour, dimensions, 

functions, format and front style. In addition 

to combinations with hinged doors, sliding 

doors, drawers, or flaps, it is also possible 

to use the cubus shelf system to create a 

classic library.

cubus shelf | stern coffee table

STORAGE  
SPACE  

WONDER

cubus    7372    cubus



The numerous combination possibilities make the  
cubus shelf system a creative workshop for individualists.
Sebastian Desch, designer

EVERY ORDER IS
CUSTOM MADE
Our furniture is not produced for a warehouse, it is created in 

response to customer requests. Manufacturing exclusively to order 

allows us maximum flexibility to fulfil your dream living space. 

Numerous furniture ranges for all living areas and the option to 

flexibly adjust heights, widths and depths* means we can plan the 

layout individually for you – and even create bespoke designs. 

*for shelf and furniture elements, except home entertainment  
  and furniture elements with functional fittings

fig. above: cubus shelf, wood type oak, matt white glass, clear glass 
 

fig. above left: cubus shelf 105, wood type oak white oil, matt pearl glass  
 

fig. below left: cubus shelf 98, wood type walnut, matt bronze glass,  

matt dark brown and matt taupe

cubus    7574    cubus



continuously  

height adjustable

39.5 cm

75.5 cm

lift | lux
The height-adjustable lift coffee table adapts flexibly  

to your needs. The optional electric adjustment mechanism 

offers maximum handling convenience. lux impresses  

with its clever design and hidden drawer.

fig. above left: lift coffee table with shelf, electrically adjustable to any 

height from 39.7 cm to 79.7 cm, wood type walnut, matt black frame 

fig. above right: lift coffee table with drawer, adjustable to any  

height from 39.5 cm to 75.5 cm, wood type walnut, matt white glass,  

glossy chrome frame 

fig. left: lux coffee table with drawer, wood type walnut

stern | juwel
Artful sculpture and coffee table in one. 

The coffee tables stern and juwel unite 

traditional craftsmanship and innovative 

design in a unique way. The result is works 

of art created from pure solid wood.

fig. right: juwel coffee table, wood type walnut, clear glass

fig. below: stern coffee table, wood type walnut, clear glass

Find out more about  

the lift coffee table! 

qr.team7.at/lift- 
coffee-table-video

coffee tables    7776    coffee tables



fig. above: c3  coffee table, wood type walnut 
 

figs. left and below: sidekick side table,  

wood type walnut

sidekick | c3
The innovative shape of the sidekick table 

playfully combines both design and convenience. 

Depending on the ‘set-up’, it can be used  

either as a practical coffee table or as a  

sophisticated side table. The function can  

be easily changed by simply turning it over.  

The wooden cross in the centre connects  

the top and base plate of the c3 coffee table  

almost invisibly. This ingenious design gives  

it a graceful aesthetic despite its solid materials 

and provides generous storage surfaces. loup | clip | hi! | solid wood block
Mobile and versatile side tables can be used  

in many living areas and add that special  

something to your home. Our solid wood blocks 

offer a welcome option for sitting or storage.

fig. above left: loup side table, wood type walnut, 

matt pebble glass

fig. above right: clip side table, wood type wild oak 

fig. left: solid wood block, wood type smoked oak 

fig. below: hi! side table, wood type walnut,  

clear glass, leather strap | with reading light,  

wood type walnut, leather piping

coffee tables    7978    coffee tables



NEUE SEITE

home entertainment
The programme of your choice:  

innovative cubus, cubus pure and filigno 

home entertainment furniture provides 

technically sophisticated solutions for 

all areas of entertainment electronics 

– whether as a part of a wall unit or as 

standalone furniture.

cubus pure home entertainment | lux coffee table

SOUND SYSTEMS 
MADE OF WOOD

home entertainment    8180    home entertainment



fig. above: filigno home entertainment, wood type oak, 

metallic blue acoustic fabric 

fig. centre right: cubus pure home entertainment,  

200 × 53.4 × 57.8 cm (w × h × d), wood type wild oak,  

matt black glass, black acoustic fabric

fig. below right: cubus pure home entertainment,  

room divider version, 181.2 × 45.4 × 57.4 cm (w × h × d), 

wood type oak, matt white glass, light grey acoustic fabric | 

subwoofer cube, 51.2 × 45.4 × 57.4 cm (w × h × d), wood type 

oak, matt white glass, light grey acoustic fabric

home entertainment
What does our home entertainment furniture  

have in common with guitars, violins or pianos?  

A body made of solid wood – this lets the acoustics 

develop in an optimal manner and also meets all 

of the technical requirements of modern home 

entertainment equipment. Different wood types, 

acoustic fabric in various colours and a broad 

range of glass colours offer you multiple design 

options. A specially developed subwoofer element 

ensures that the subwoofer remains unnoticed  

but is heard loud and clear.

home entertainment
This ingenious furniture provides plenty of 

space for your home entertainment systems, 

convenient cabling accessible through the 

flap as well as enough space for the ideal 

ventilation of your equipment.

Find out more about cubus pure  

home entertainment! 

qr.team7.at/home- 
entertainment-furniture-video

integrated

subwoofer

A cable flap provides  

easy access to the cabling 

which can run through  

several elements.

The TV column rotates 

almost 360°, height- 

adjustable, with an  

integrated cable duct.

The intelligent ventilation system  

can be supplemented with  

optional integrated electric fans.

home entertainment    8382    home entertainment



2 SEITEN KOMBINIERT

sol is a stylish and extremely versatile  
companion for everyday life. Real wood, finest 

materials and state-of-the-art technology.
Sebastian Desch, designer

sol
A smart solo piece and a true multitalent. The 

leather-covered extendable writing top reveals 

the many clever additional functions hidden 

inside and offers space to sit comfortably. 

Dimmable LED lighting in the optional add-on 

ensures plenty of light.

fig.: sol solo piece with add-on, wood type walnut, 

anthracite leather

sol    85



In a refreshingly light-footed manner, the filigno  
writing desk combines analogue storage space with the  
technical convenience and benefits of our digital age.
Sebastian Desch, designer

filigno
The filigno writing desk is ideal for the  

modern home office furniture, combining  

an elegantly slender and light style with  

smart technology on the inside.

figs. above and right: filigno writing desk,  

wood type oak white oil, matt black base | lui chair, 

wood type oak white oil, black natural leather 

fig. left: filigno writing desk, wood type walnut  

magnum cantilever chair, black Stricktex,  

matt black frame

extendable 

desktop

power &    

USB ports

cable outlet

charging station pen tray & 

secret compartment

leather-covered  

storage shelf

filigno
Numerous functional extras make the filigno 

writing desk a fully equipped home office: from 

power supplies for various devices through to 

perfect organisation of your office accessories. 

With the skilful combination of practical storage 

space, modern technical features and an elegant 

shape, it won the iF DESIGN AWARD 2020. 

Find out more about the 

filigno writing desk! 

qr.team7.at/filigno- 
writing-desk

86    filigno



atelier
The height-adjustable atelier desk enables an  

ergonomic working position for people of  

every size. The cables conveniently disappear  

in the cable outlet of the table top and integrated 

cable tray. The practical cubus desk container 

and individually designable cubus shelf system 

offer useful storage space. The girado swivel 

chair with its superior seating comfort is the  

perfect companion when working from home.

fig.: atelier desk, 180 × 80 × 68–81 cm (l × w × h), wood type  

walnut | cubus desk container, wood type walnut, interior  

wood type beech | girado swivel chair, wood type walnut,  

antique white leather, base in glossy aluminium

ranging between 68-81 cm  

it brings the desk to the 

right height, step by step

88    atelier



filigno
filigno’s elegant 12 mm wood casing  

looks impressive in the entry hall too. haiku is 

the perfect companion, reflecting the delicate 

lines of filigno in its beautifully bevelled front 

edge. hood completes this informal entry hall 

combination, providing a place to hang clothing 

and much more.

filigno dresser | haiku mirror panel | hood clothes rack

A CUSTOM- 
MADE 
WELCOME

filigno    9190    filigno



hood is an attitude expressed in  
furniture: powerful, genuine through  

and through, natural and casual.
Sebastian Desch, designer

hood | hood+
Its sleek design makes the hood clothes rack a 

versatile addition to the entry hall. Its expansive 

arms offer plenty of room for your clothing and 

there are convenient hanging points. Big brother 

hood+ is even more generous – available in either 

110 or 130 cm widths.

fig.: hood clothes rack and clothes hangers, wood type walnut 

hood+ clothes rack and clothes hangers, wood type oak

clothes hanger
Made from a single piece of solid wood, 

our clothes hanger makes a highly  

sophisticated impression.

haiku | filigno | cubus pure
Together with haiku and hood, the filigno 

dresser and the cubus pure flap-door  

shoe cabinet offer a large variety of exciting  

combination possibilities for individual  

arrangements of the entry area.

fig. above: cubus entry hall, wood type oak white oil,  

matt white glass | hood clothes rack, wood type  

oak white oil | filigno dresser, wood type oak white oil 
 

fig. left: cubus pure entry hall 13: haiku wardrobe panel 

and mirror panel, wood type walnut | cubus pure flap-door 

shoe cabinet, wood type walnut with beech interior,  

matt white glass

shoehorn
The pleasant texture of real wood can be  

felt with the shoehorn as well. Its favourite 

place: hanging from the hi! side table.

hood | hood+    9392    haiku |  filigno | cubus | cubus pure



cubus pure
Whether it’s glass in the colour of your choice 

according to the NCS system or wooden surfaces 

sorted by hand – you would be hard pressed to 

find a more beautiful welcome to your home than 

that of our customised cubus pure entry halls. 

A nice message on the magnetic solid wood wall 

might make it even sweeter.

fig.: cubus pure entry hall 11, wood type walnut, matt black glass

cubus pure    95



cubus pure
Entry hall solutions that integrate completely 

into the room architecture offer not just  

a clear, minimal design but also enough  

storage space for clothes and shoes. Oak 

blocks enrich the entrance area with the 

tangible power of living wood and serve as 

convenient stools or storage surfaces.

figs. above and left: cubus pure entry hall 10, wood type oak,  

matt anthracite glass | solid wood block in smoked oak 
 

fig. right page: cubus pure entry hall 8, wood type oak,  

matt dark brown glass, dark brown leather

cubus pure    9796    cubus pure



cubus
A wide range of design options, including an extensive 

modular element and wardrobe system, allow you  

to create a hallway design that is perfectly suited to  

your requirements. Whatever your space situation  

and storage needs, our cubus entry hall programme 

has the right solution for you. 

fig.: cubus entry hall, wood type beech heartwood, matt taupe glass

98    cubus



cubus
The flexibility of cubus also makes compact 

furniture plans possible that meet all of the 

basic requirements for an entry hall: space 

for clothes and shoes, a mirror, and a shelf. 

The artful magnetic wall made of solid wood 

offers a place for messages.

fig. above left: cubus entry hall 25, wood type beech heartwood
 

fig. above right: cubus entry hall 12, wood type beech heartwood,  

sludge brown leather 
 

fig. left: cubus entry hall 30, wood type beech heartwood 
 

fig. left-hand page: cubus entry hall 9b, wood type walnut,

glossy white glass

cubus    101100    cubus



MATERIALS
We strive to produce the furniture that best fits the wishes of our individual  

customers and their living spaces. With our wide range of materials and 

colours there are almost no limits to the individual planning options.

983 144

384

987

148

388

933

184

544

937

188

548

273

244

884

248

888

114

424

954

124

454

694

134

264

244

614

734

974

154

364

764

984

174

374

654 794674

854

MA 762

MA 232

MA 792

MA 862

MA 742

MA 132

MA 102

MA 162

MA 722

MA 192

MA 732

MA 662

MA 212

Clara

Canvas

coloured glass
glossy or matt | all glass surfaces available in any colour of your choice (from the NCS system, surcharge applies)

ceramic

basalt blackcementphedraarctic white iron moss

*fabric Maple not available in USA, China, Hong Kong and Singapore

black (70001) dark brown (70002)cognac (70003)

leather L3 (only for the s1 chair and loft cushion)

bronze (matt only)

dark brownwhite (optiwhite) taupe (optiwhite)sand (optiwhite)

anthracite

pebble (optiwhite)

black pearl (matt only) steel (matt only)medium grey (optiwhite)

sludge (optiwhite)

beech beech heartwood

cherry

oak

walnut

wild oak

wild walnut oak white oil

alder

wild oak white oil

venetian oak

fabric colours

Maple*

leather colours

pebble (72217)

black-brown (70272)

bordeaux (70411)

polar white (71088)

taupe (72218)

anthracite (70241)

white (71018)

curcuma (73250) blue (41573)

sand (70232)

sludge brown (74153) sepia (41574)

black (70240)

apple (78181)

creme (70231)

chocolate brown (70273)

red (70210)

dark brown (74024) medium grey (41575)

antique white (70230)

leather L1

wood types
Unless stated otherwise, all wooden surfaces are finished with natural oil.

tartufo (77710) brandy (77730)umbra (77720) black (77750)brown (77740)

natural leather L7

materials    103102    materials



WE ARE DEDICATED TO CREATING
FURNITURE THAT’S JUST

AS UNIQUE AS WOOD ITSELF.
it́ s a tree story.

product care and repair

simple day-to-day care

The open-pore finish of our wooden surfaces 

means small dents and scratches are easy to 

treat. Even the traces of many years of use can be 

removed: sand down, apply oil, and you’re done.

Our solid wood furniture is not only pleasant  

to the touch – it also holds up well with  

daily use. Day-to-day cleaning just needs  

a dry or slightly damp cotton cloth. 

room climate
The solid wood furniture feels most comfortable 

at a constant humidity level of between 40% and 

60%, and a room temperature of between 18° and 

23° Celsius – just like us humans.

Watch our  

care video! 

qr.team7.at/ 
maintenance-video

conservation of resources
Purchasing with the right attitude. Contrary to the 

current trends toward global sourcing, we have 

always relied on regional partners and suppliers.  

This ensures short transport routes and avoids 

unnecessary emissions of harmful substances. 

Plus, our regional, carefully selected supplier  

network means more flexibility for our customers. 

This not only protects nature, it also preserves  

our independence. 

test lab

ISO, EMAS

Ecolabel
The Austrian Ecolabel verifies that the wood we use 

comes from sustainable forestry and contributes 

to a healthy living environment due to its special 

surface treatment. It is also a mark of high-quality 

products that excel in durability, serviceability, as 

well as safety and comfort in daily use.

The EMAS certificate is proof of our sustainable production,  

efficient use of resources and that we comply with the applicable 

environmental laws. As an ISO-certified company, we stand  

for the implementation of internationally applicable standards  

in the areas of environment, quality, and safety.

This means that, even in the development phase, 

we test the function, ergonomics, stability, and 

safety of our products comprehensively in our  

own laboratory, over thousands of cycles. TEAM 7  

offers only tailor-made furniture – with perfected 

technology and function.

values    105104    values



CO2-NEUTRAL ENERGY GENERATION. 

The scraps of wood accumulated from production are 

used in the company’s own furnaces for heat production, 

making us completely energy self-sufficient. Since  

wood is biomass, no more CO2 is released during  

combustion than that which the trees have withdrawn 

from the atmosphere during their growth. This enables  

a CO2-neutral energy generation.

NATURE SUPPLIES US WITH IDEAS AND ENERGY. 

We purchase 100% green electricity for our  

production facilities. What is more, our photovoltaic  

power plant generates 390,000 kWh per year.  

That covers the annual electricity consumption  

of over 85 average Austrian households.

EMAS ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT 

Everything on our journey to becoming a green 

factory as well as our efforts to consistently align 

all activities of TEAM 7 with the principles of  

sustainable management can be read about in  

our EMAS-approved environmental statement.

CONSUME LESS, CREATE MORE. 

Thanks to targeted energy-saving projects, such as  

an intelligent light control, new ventilation or efficient  

heat recovery systems, we have reduced our annual  

total energy consumption from 14.8 million kWh to  

12.8 million kWh since 2012. We have simultaneously 

been able to improve manufacturing efficiency.

SUSTAINABLE PACKAGE. 

When packaging our furniture, we 

avoid plastics and instead use card-

board from recycled waste paper, 

custom-fitted to the piece we are 

packing. This preserves resources, 

saves on padding and provides the 

best possible protection in transit.

DURABLE FURNITURE FROM NATURAL MATERIALS. 

Treated wood surfaces can easily be repaired and covers reupholstered.  

This transforms our furniture into loyal companions for many years  

to come. All our furniture is manufactured in such a way that it can be 

returned to the natural cycle at any time.

CONSERVATION OF 
RESOURCES

Read our environmental  

statement! 

qr.team7.at/ 
sustainability-report

2,000 t CO2

THE PURCHASE OF GREEN ELECTRICITY 

COMBINED WITH OUR PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM 

SPARE THE ATMOSPHERE ANNUALLY

1,300 t CO2
IS WHAT WE SPARE THE ATMOSPHERE BY  

PRODUCING HEAT THROUGH BIOMASS IN COMPARISON  

TO BURNING FOSSIL FUEL-BASED NATURAL GAS

6,000 t CO2

OVER THE NEXT GENERATIONS,  

THE SOLID WOOD FURNITURE WE PRODUCE 

EVERY YEAR WILL BIND 

Errors and omissions excepted.

values    107106    values
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